Utilising patent citations
for patent analysis &
competitive
intelligence

Patent citations – what are they and why
are they important?
Patent citations are a powerful tool for multiple commercial
use cases, ranging from finding additional prior art,
licensing and commercialisation opportunity analysis,
infringement analysis as well as general competitive
intelligence. Furthermore, citation information can be an
integral part of the package of information when deciding
which areas of your IP portfolio to maintain or abandon.
Highly cited patents represent valuable IP which should be
maintained in as many jurisdictions as financially viable and
which provide a market for the invention being protected.
Backward citations are previously published patents and
non-patent literature which disclose subject matter of
relevance to the invention claimed within the patent. In
contrast, forward citations are subsequently published
patents or patent applications which cite the patent of
interest as relevant subject matter (prior art).

Unfortunately, many databases use a very limited global
footprint of citations, sticking only to the major
jurisdictions. This makes it difficult to get a complete picture
or even sort results of publications or families by most
cited. For full analysis, using a truly global database, like
PatBase, is critical where all members of a patent family can
be viewed for each members’ individual citations, and in
aggregate.
The ability to not only review citations for one publication or
a single family but for an entire result set, portfolio or
technology sector makes a huge difference, especially when
finding prior art or when performing a landscape analysis
to understand technology shifts and threats from
both entrenched and new market players.

Finding additional prior art
Keyword and classification searches are beneficial in many use cases,
however, including citations in your search strategy is a helpful addition when
looking for prior art for patentability and validity work, here’s how:
Option 1: The searcher can add citation searching to a keyword or
classification-based search technique when desired or expected results are
not being found. This could be due to obfuscation of keywords, terminology,
language or classification issues such as poorly classified areas of technology,
especially newer technologies or multiple areas of applicability.
Option 2: Perhaps a good reference has been found, but not a great
reference. The searcher can look at family level citations (for all family
members’ forward and back) to take all examiners’ (from all patent offices)
efforts into account. In some cases, due to prosecution timing, even examiners
may not have been able to consider their global counterparts’ efforts and so a
global and family level citation database will help yield additional results.
Option 3: Using multiple generations of citations can sometimes find hidden
citations due to timing and pendency/publication issues. Co-pending
citations are one of the most overlooked areas by searchers. This technique is
very useful in validity work, for example. The backwards of the forwards are
helpful in finding what could have been co-pending especially if using an
interactive citation dashboard, again at the global family level where all family
members citations can be instantly aggregated and smart filters applied.

Searching citations
The searcher can begin utilising citations
while compiling a comprehensive search
strategy. As explained in option 1 on the
previous slide, if the searcher finds their
keyword or classification searches are
coming back with limited results, this
could be due to language and/or
classification issues or because obscure
keywords are being used.

Command

Function

Example

CTA

All citations

CTA=(PA=Loreal)

CTF

Forward citations

CTFX=(TAC=(sun_screen))

CTB

Backward citations

CTB 3 (3 is search query #)

CTFFN / CTBFN / CTAFN

For a specific family number

CTFFN=(34607385)

CTFPN / CTBPN / CTAPN

For a specific publication number

CTBPN=(US4500001)

Combining the keyword and
classification-based search with a
citation search will expand your results
with similar documents that might have
been missed otherwise.

Starting with the
bigger picture
The searcher can start by running a search on
their own patent portfolio, then combine this
with a forward citation search and remove any
self citations for a clear picture (see A).

Beginning with an overview analysis can help to
extract useful insights…
Checking out the common keywords and
concepts or classification fields can give an
insight into which areas your competitors are
investing and developing in. Or you can even
check out the key inventors working in your
technology area if you’re looking to headhunt
someone new.
Discover if innovators are using the same
technology for different uses, for instance, if the
company’s portfolio is all filed under a certain
classification but a new classification is showing
up, does this mean that it has changed uses, e.g.
medicinal to being used with foods?
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Looking at citations in PatBase

Finding additional
prior art
Now the searcher has identified relevant
prior art, they can apply option 2 and
review the forward and backward
citations to find similar documents that
might prevent an idea from being
patentable. Examiner codes (see A) can
be used to check the relevance of each
citation.
Any citations can be opened in side-byside view (see B) to compare the content
and improve the speed and efficiency of
the searcher’s document review.
Flag relevant documents (see C) and take
them back into PatBase at the end of
your Citation Explorer session.
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Finding co-pending
citations
Reviewing citations can help the searcher to
find documents that have been hidden due to
timing and pendency or publication issues. As
discussed in option 3, looking at the backward
citations for the forward citations is helpful in
finding what could have been co-pending and
therefore missed – this is especially useful in
validity work.
In Citation Explorer, the searcher can use the
Citation Tree to examine forward and backward
citations and open new Citation Explorer
sessions with one-click to easily investigate
multiple generations of citations...
Visual tools such as graphical views, a timeline
and a tree view assist with evaluating patent
citations so the most cited/citing patents and
patterns within these citations are easy to spot.
Users have the option to export all information
as an Excel file, making managing your citations
and sharing your findings simple.

Licensing opportunity & renewal
analysis
When looking for potential licensees, it’s beneficial to consider the full
value chain and find companies involved with existing products similar
to yours. A helpful way to identify companies working in your
technology area, is to review which companies are citing your patents. If
you manage to sell or licence to a vertically integrated player, they will
be able to capture more of the profits, so they might be more
interested to buy from you.
It’s important to value your IP before starting to look for licensing
opportunities. The value of your IP should also be taken into
consideration when doing a renewals analysis. For this, the searcher
needs to find which patents in the company’s portfolio are more
valuable and therefore worth paying renewal fees on and continuing to
protect.

Valuing your IP
Citation information is an integral part of the
package of information when deciding which
of your IP portfolio to maintain or
abandon. For example, highly cited patents
represent valuable IP which should be
maintained in as many jurisdictions as
financially viable and which provide a market
for the invention being protected. In contrast,
patents with few or no citations may be of
lesser value and could be cut back to only
cover key markets (e.g. EP, US, CN, JP, KR) or
abandoned all together.
In PatBase, the searcher can begin by
reviewing their own patent portfolio and
sorting by “Most cited”. For further
investigation, the highly cited families can be
opened in Citation Explorer. This could be the
first step for renewals analysis or to see which
areas of the company’s portfolio will be most
financially advantageous for licensing
opportunities.

Finding potential
licensees
Once the searcher has identified 3 valuable
families from the company’s portfolio, they
can generate a citation network on those
families to identify which assignees are citing
them and provide useful competitive
intelligence and indicate close competitors
that could be potential partners or licensees.
Citation Networks in PatBase Analytics V3
show who is citing your portfolio. The
searcher can click on a data point of interest
to see more details for each citation listed,
with the option to run an instant analysis on
the families listed or take it back into PatBase
for a more in-depth review.

Assessing forward
citations
Patents for inventions that have more forward
citations or are more valuable are likely to
encourage research and patenting in very
similar areas as there is a proven economic
incentive for design-around strategy and picket
fencing. The larger the amount of research and
patenting focussed on that area, the greater the
number of citations to the original patent. With
more research and investment, there are
generally more inventions and the more
inventions there are, the higher the chance of
infringement or encroachment. Monitoring new
competitors in the area can help protect your
own innovations, and prevent you infringing on
your competitors’.
Your competitors might vary depending on
which area of development you are working in.
Setting up alerts on these competitors helps to
avoid slow, manual checks with results sent to
directly to your inbox either weekly or monthly.

Infringement analysis
An Infringement Search (or Freedom to Operate, FTO, Clearance) is a
critical analysis for any company wanting to market a product or service
anywhere in the world. The risks and consequences of patent
infringement can be significant and could involve litigation or the
withdrawal of your product or service. Simply put, an infringement
search involves identifying any third-party patent which would be
infringed by selling a product or service in a specific country
or jurisdiction. The same processes used to spot licensing opportunities
can be used to spot competitors infringing on your intellectual
property.
For all relevant results, legal status data and citations are critical to
ensure that a full picture is obtained. Advanced highlighting tools, full
text filters and text-mining capabilities can help improve the efficiency
of this in-depth analysis.
By assessing the forward citations for an entire portfolio or result set,
you can find hidden pieces of prior art and at the same time, compile a
list of known competitors in their technology field. This list of
company/assignee names can be monitored for new publications using
automated alerting features, such as PatBase alerts.

Competitive intelligence
Regular examination of your own patents is important. While you
may not find any new information the first time you review your
patent portfolio, competitors will always be at work to overtake
you. By investigating your own patents on a regular basis, you’ll
know if someone develops new technology that cites any of the
patents you already hold.
While a citation of your patent doesn’t have to mean that
competition is on the way, in many cases it does. You could
uncover a company that’s planning to launch a new technology
that could overtake yours in the market. If nothing else,
someone’s citation of your patent could make you aware of new
trends emerging in the market.
Patent citations are continually added, especially when new
entrants appear in a sector, when an established player enters a
new technological area or when a sudden move (e.g. acquisition)
occurs. These new patent citations may be of relevance in your
CI strategy and it is therefore extremely important to be made
aware of them as soon as possible.

Setting up alerts

Competitors
Monitoring to see who is citing our patent portfolio

Until recently, it was extremely difficult to identify
new patent citations. This task required the manual
review of a list of patent citations at a date ‘t’ and
the list at a date ‘t+1’ to identify differences over
the period. Essentially, a new patent citation is not
necessarily a newer patent. A newly published
patent can cite an older patent than the patent of
reference. Similarly, new patent citations can be
added to an already known patent during specific
events such as oppositions, appeals, interference
or inter partes reviews (US) or third-party
observations, etc.
As a result, it can be difficult to monitor new patent
citations. Instead, companies rely on discovering a
new, important patent citation at a later stage
during routine patent reviews. However,
Minesoft’s CiteTracker uses a customisable patent
search query to identify the patent families of
interest to the searcher and then monitors all
backward and forward citations for these families.
This has the important advantage of taking into
account new patent families that may be created
after the query has run a first time, guaranteeing
that the searcher doesn’t miss any valuable new
inventions.

To conclude…
Citations can be useful indicators for competitive and strategic
intelligence:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patents citing their own early patents will tend to be of pioneers, while those
citing another company’s patents are usually “imitators”.
Citation searches may reveal competitors "patenting around" a patent
portfolio, filing improvements to a rival's product line.
Studies indicate that patents issued to universities and research institutions
providing generous citations reflect quality research.
A highly cited patent represents core technology that other inventors have
attempted to improve upon. When an important patent turns up in a search,
the patents (and patent applications) citing it should be reviewed.
Looking at forward citations is good way to determine the value of patents
within a portfolio because a patent that is cited often is likely more useful and
therefore more valuable than those that aren’t.
Organisations with a larger numbers of citation connections to other
organisations are considered more influential; generally, these are
connections to many organisations, but it can also be a larger number of
citations to a few companies.
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